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Video games have revolutionized the way we can experience fictional worlds. They allow us to identify with 
whichever character we control, interact with fictional environments, and decide the course of fictional 
narratives through our own actions in fictional worlds. However, due to their exceedingly complex technical 
nature, nearly every video game suffers from some glitches, moments of technical malfunction. And these 
glitches can significantly shape the experience of the player in a variety of different ways. But how do these 
glitches impact the fictional nature of video games? That is, how might the interactive experience of a 
fictional world one has when playing a video game be moulded and shaped by any encountered glitches? 

In this chapter, we examine this relationship between glitches and fictionality. We do so by 
exploring the idea that video game glitches are distortions of the intentional communication between 
game developers and the players of the videogame, upon which the fictional experience of the player is 
grounded. To do so, we begin (§1) by developing what we call the miscommunication model of video game 
glitches, according to which video game glitches are fictional miscommunications. Applying our fictional 
miscommunication model, we will then discern three types of glitches based on the specific ways the 
fictional communication goes wrong when they appear in the game. In each case, we also demonstrate 
how strategies developed by philosophers of fiction to deal with fictional incoherencies in other contexts 
can be used by players of glitchy video games to make sense of resulting fictional inconsistencies. In this 
way, we will successively discuss mechanism glitches (§2), pseudo glitches (§3), and generative glitches 
(§4). The subsequent sections of this paper will then zoom in on this latter type of glitches. After all, 
although generative glitches can also be understood as fictional miscommunication, their nature seems to 
raise a problem for our model, as they involve apparently unintended fiction. This leads to a discussion (§5) 
of how to reconcile unintended fictions with the fictional miscommunication model. Finally, we conclude 
(§6) by discussing strategies for reconciling inconsistencies brought about by generative glitches. 
 
The fictional miscommunication model 
Let us first clarify three assumptions on which we will base our argument. First, we understand a glitch to 
be an unintentional and unexpected external noise introduced to a signal or message that is communicated 
within the digital realm (Menkman 2011: 26-28). To that end, ‘glitches’ that are the intentional result of 
normally functioning software or hardware – e.g., cases where a game pixelates an image to allow for 
higher frame-rates or transfer speeds – are not glitches in the sense that we are using the term.1  
 Second, we assume that (most) videogames are fictions – specifically, interactive fictions. This 
assumption is widely accepted by philosophers of videogames – for example, a version of this assumption is 
held by Tavinor (2005, 2008, 2009), Robson and Meskin (2012, 2016), Meskin and Robson (2010, 2012) and 
Cova and Garcia (2015) – so we will not defend it here.2 However, one point to note is that the ‘most’ 
qualifier is potentially required because there are some videogames, e.g. Tetris (Pajitnov 1984), The 
Chessmaster 2000 (Software Toolwork 1986), and Puzzle Bobble (Taito 1994), whose status as fiction is 
questionable. As this issue is irrelevant to our present concern, we here focus on those videogames that 
are fictions, and set the potentially problematic cases aside. 
 Third, for the sake of this paper, we adopt a particular conception of the nature of fiction. Currie 
(1990) has offered an influential account of fiction according to which the intention of a work’s creator is 
the decisive factor for making a work a work of fiction (Lamarque and Olsen 1994: 43; Davies 2007: 43-48; 
Stock 2016: 213-215). According to Currie, the creation of fiction is a specific act of intentional 
communication:  

 
The author who produces a work of fiction is engaged in a communicative act, an act that involves 
having a certain kind of intention: the intention that the audience shall make believe the content 
of the story that is told. (Currie 1990: 24).  

 

                                                   
1
 We will return to this point in §3. 

2
 Aarseth (2007) contends that video games are virtual, rather than fictional. However, there is no obvious 

incompatibility between Aarseth’s conception of virtuality and the notion of fictionality employed here. 
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The particular kind of intentional communicative act involved is, per Currie, that of making ‘fictive 
utterances’. Per definition, a fictive utterance ‘prescribes imagining: in uttering, its author intends, and 
intends to communicate her intention, that the reader (or hearer) should imagine the utterance’s content, 
as a response to understanding it’ (Stock 2016: 205-206).3 In summary, on this intention-based conception, 
a fiction is that which is expressed or represented with the intention that the expressed or represented 
content be imagined. A knock-on consequence of this definition is that if there is no fictive intention behind 
a particular utterance, then the proposition it expresses is not fictional – i.e., it is not true in the relevant 
fiction. Or, in a phrase: no intent, no fiction. 

Taken together, this trio of assumptions serves as a natural foundation for an intuitive picture of 
the relationship between videogame glitches and fictional content. Within videogames, glitches distort the 
representations of the game’s characters, events, and environments. So, from the perspective of the 
philosophy of fiction, videogame glitches can be seen as disruptions of the act of communication in which 
the fictional experience of the videogame player is grounded. In short, videogame glitches are fictional mis-
communications. 

Broadly speaking, we can discern three elements that are essential to the act of communication 
involved in videogame fiction. First, there is the game’s developer4 – i.e., the fiction maker – who makes a 
videogame with the intention that a certain game of make-believe will be played by the videogame’s 
appreciators. Second, there is the work itself, which is grounded in (or perhaps identical/reducible to) a 
complex computer code. Third, there is the videogame’s player, who plays and interprets the game, and, as 
a consequence, imagines certain events to take place. When a glitch occurs, the fictional information 
represented in the videogame by its developers fails to reach the videogame player as intended. This is 
because, at some level, the system representing the fiction misbehaves. In this way, given the intention-
based conception of fiction, glitches are distortions of the intentional communication between fiction-
makers (the game’s developers) and fiction-consumers (the players) because they miscommunicate what 
was meant to be fictional. 

This miscommunication model is, we think, a natural and prima facie plausible story. Further, 
because videogame glitches are a type of fictional miscommunication, they are not different in kind from 
other ways in which fictional communication breaks down. As such, adopting the miscommunication model 
allows us to tap into the resources and strategies philosophers of fiction have developed for dealing with 
inconsistencies within fictional literature, theatre, and film that arise from instances of fictional 
miscommunication. In the following, we discuss three types of videogame glitches. Each, we contend, can 
be understood as a kind of fictional miscommunication. Further, we will show how inconsistencies 
produced by these miscommunications can be dealt with by appeal to response strategies developed by 
philosophers of fiction in other contexts. 
 
Mechanism glitches 
The first and most common type of glitch encountered in video games are mechanism glitches. These occur 
when something goes wrong in the rendering or representation of the world, events, or characters in the 
videogame, and are often the product of syntax, logic, or exception errors in the game’s underlying 
program. Examples of mechanism glitches include texture glitches in Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios 
2011), in which surfaces of the represented environment become blurry or pixelated instead of accurate 
representations of, for example, leaves, windows, and doors, and ragdoll glitches in Fallout 4 (Bethesda 
Game Studios 2015), in which the supposedly lifeless bodies of defeated enemies start spinning around and 
flailing their limbs.  

These glitches introduce fictional inconsistencies by miscommunicating or distorting a game’s 
fictional content, whilst foregrounding the fictionality and mediatized nature of the game. When a 

                                                   
3
 Currie’s focus on ‘utterances’ should not be taken to mean that his definition of fiction only applies to textual 

or spoken fictions (Currie 1990: 38). While most philosophers who adopt Currie’s intention-based definition of 
fiction focus on fictional texts, the definition can be readily applied to visual media: ‘What is it that makes a 
painting, sculpture, or photograph fictional? I say it is this: that the artist intended the audience to make believe 
the content of what is represented’ (Currie 1990: 39). 
4
 Obviously, most videogames do not have a single individual who is the developer; rather there is a team. But as 

the intentional-based account readily extends to multiple authors, and hence also to multiple developers, there 
is no problem in our continuing to talk as if there is a single developer for simplicities’ sake. 
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mechanism glitch occurs, the videogame no longer presents a transparent view of a fictional world, but 
rather obscures the player’s access to this world by revealing its artificiality; as Menkman puts it, ‘rather 
than creating the illusion of a transparent, well-working interface to information, the glitch captures the 
machine revealing itself’ (2011: 30). When a mechanism glitch manifests, the player’s focus shifts from the 
fictional content of the game, such as the game-world and its aesthetics, to the technological aspects of the 
game (Janik 2017: 70). Mechanism glitches are thus not only called as such because they originate in faults 
of the underlying mechanisms that are responsible for the rendering of the fictional world, but also 
because these mechanisms themselves often become visible within these glitches. 
 The miscommunication model can readily account for mechanism glitches. After all, mechanism 
glitches can be diagnosed as instances where something in the chain of communication goes wrong. These 
glitches distort and misrepresent the fictional content the game’s developer intended to communicate to 
players. In this way, mechanism glitches are not unlike technical malfunctions or authorial mistakes in other 
fictional media, like typographical errors in novels or accidental verbal additions (or deletions) by theatre 
actors: they are both unintentional and disrupt the player’s engagement with the fictional world. Further, 
as mechanism glitches consist of this kind of fictional miscommunication, the player who wants to make 
sense of the fictional world of a video game in which mechanism glitches occur can make use of a strategy 
originally devised to deal with comparable inconsistencies in novels. The main strategy to deal with 
unintentional contradictions in literary fiction is, quite simply, to ignore them, and disregard the 
consequences they would have within the fictional world:  
 

It may be best to defuse some paradoxes by disallowing fictional truths responsible for them. 
The generation of fictional truths in what seems otherwise to be a perfectly normal manner 
may be blocked simply by the fact that they clash with others. When Oedipus and other 
ancient personages are portrayed in contemporary dress, we can deny that what the actors 
wear is, fictionally, what the characters do, thereby undercutting questions about how the 
ancients managed to manufacture blue jeans. We can simply refuse to count the actor's 
clothing as props, even though the same clothing on the same actors would undoubtedly serve 
as props in a play about Chicago street gangs. (Walton 1990: 180-181) 

 
Similarly, Currie describes that the most desirable thing the reader can do upon encountering 
contradictions that are not intended to be there is to not use them to imagine anything about the fictional 
world whatsoever: 
 

Suppose the inconsistency is a minor one: the location of Watson's wound from the Afghan 
campaign. Suppose there are a number of occasions in the text where the wound is referred 
to; on one occasion it is said to be in the shoulder, on the others it is said to be in the leg. The 
reader will reasonably assume that the fictional author believes it to be in the leg (one slip 
being more likely than several). This will be what is true in the novel. If references to the 
shoulder and the leg are about equal in number and significance and there is nothing in the 
text to indicate which hypothesis was actually believed by the fictional author, no inference 
can be made, and it will be true in the story neither that it is in the leg, nor that it is in the 
shoulder. It will, however, be true in the story that it is in one or the other, for it is reasonable 
to infer that he believes it to be in one or the other. These, I take it, are the intuitively 
desirable results. (Currie 1990: 87) 

 
Matravers (2014: 131) refers to the ignoring of certain inconsistencies in fiction as the disregarding 
strategy: the reader simply ignores or puts aside as a flaw the contradictory part of the narrative, and tries 
to make sense of the rest of the story without it. 

The disregarding strategy is used quite often by fiction-consumers, and videogame players in 
particular. After all, videogames represent many things which are not to be taken as parts of the fictional 
world: players do not really imagine that health-bars float in the fictional world, that this entire world 
temporarily comes to a halt when they press the pause button, or that Mario died hundreds of times 
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before finally defeating Bowser (Juul 2011: 130).5 Recognizing that the presence of certain inconsistencies 
in fictional worlds is unintentional and ignoring them as a result is often a spontaneous or even 
unconscious strategy applied by players of videogames. As such, dealing with mechanism glitch 
inconsistencies is like dealing with the inconsistency surrounding Piggy’s glasses in Lord of the Flies which 
are both concave, as Piggy is short-sighted, and converse, because they are used to make fires: ‘Most 
readers would be amused to find it out (Golding himself might be irritated) but quite able to brush it aside’ 
(Lamarque 2018: 333). Likewise, mechanism glitches can be interesting because they reveal the 
technological aspects underlying the fictional world in videogames (although quite irritating to the game’s 
developers, who try to weed them out). They might be amusing or annoying to the player who approaches 
the game as a work of fiction. But ultimately, they are easily ignored and left out of the interpretation of 
the game’s fictional world. 

 
Pseudo glitches 
A second glitch-type is that of pseudo glitches. These are disruptions deliberately created by developers, 
often to highlight or play with the fact that the fiction involves a digital medium. For example, in Batman: 
Arkham Asylum (Rocksteady Studios 2009), players play as Batman who is stuck at an asylum together with 
various villains such as the Joker, Harley Quinn, and Scarecrow. At a certain point in the game, when 
players approach Scarecrow, who is known for incapacitating his enemies by showing them their biggest 
fears, the screen suddenly freezes and the videogame seems to crash. This game freeze is, however, 
merely a scripted event and thus a part of the game: the developers intentionally put the ‘glitch’ in the 
game, which is working as intended. Similarly, in Fez (Polytron, 2012), players take on the role of Gomez, a 
character who lives in an apparently 2D world. After meeting up with a gigantic golden hexahedron, Gomez 
is gifted with the eponymous fez, which allows him to rotate between four 2D presentations of the in-fact 
3D world. However, after playing with the rotation ability a few times, the hexahedron explodes, and the 
game appears to glitch, reset, and reboot. But the whole process is, of course, the game working as 
intended.  
 As should be clear, pseudo glitches are, strictly speaking, not glitches – nothing is unintentionally 
going wrong with the game. Rather, they are deliberate communications by the game’s developer, 
designed to make the player initially think that something has gone wrong with the game system – i.e., the 
communication mechanism. By intentionally bringing these ‘glitches’ about, developers can comment on 
the media-fiction relationship inherent to the video game. With these apparent malfunctions, game 
developers consciously foreground the medium through which the videogame fiction is given. In this way, 
pseudo glitches are quite similar to metafictional elements in more traditional fictional media such as 
novels, in that they are deliberately integrated within the fiction, but also highlight the videogame’s status 
as an artificial construct by revealing and emphasizing its fictionality and mediatized nature (Nicol 2009: 
35).6  

Besides this metafictional communication, videogame developers can also communicate part of 
the fictional setting by letting players experience the pseudo glitch. In Arkham Asylum, Scarecrow, who is 
supposed to show Batman his biggest fears within the game narrative, seems to show the player, who 
controls Batman, their biggest fear. The very real fear of losing their saved game or even their beloved 
console puts the player in the perfect state for the fictional encounter with Scarecrow. As such, the pseudo 
glitch’s relevance is not only metafictional, but also fictional. Likewise, in Fez, the crash-reset-reboot ‘glitch’ 
reinforces the seriousness of the fictional situation: reality, like the hexahedron, is broken, and Gomez (and 
hence the player) needs to put it back together. Again, the pseudo glitch serves not only a metafictional, 
but also a fictional role. 

                                                   
5
 For more on these sorts of video game ‘incoherencies’ see Hogenbirk et al (2018) and Van De Mosselaer & 

Wildman (MS) 
6
 It is this very metafictional capacity of glitches that underlies the creation of so-called ‘glitch art’, or works in 

which digital data is intentionally corrupted for aesthetic purposes: Glitch artists make use of the accident to 
‘disfigure’ flow, image and information, or they exploit the void – a lack of information that creates space for 
deciphering or interpreting the process of creating (new kinds of) meaning. Through these tactics, glitch artists 
reveal the machine’s techné and enable critical sensory experience to take place around materials, ideologies 
and (aesthetic) structures. (Menkman 2011: 33) 
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Nevertheless, pseudo glitches have a complex relation with fictionality. At first glance, they seem 
to be fictional glitches – i.e., glitches within the world of the fiction itself. However, they were not created 
with the intention that players imagine them to be glitches. Contrary to metafiction in novels, or asides to 
the audience in theatre, pseudo glitches in videogames are disruptions of the fictional world which are not 
themselves perceived as a part of that fictional world. After all, the first-time player of Arkham Asylum will 
not know the glitch they experience is fake, and will, as a consequence, not imagine anything when 
encountering it. The player will not use the frozen screen and warped images as a representational basis 
for any imaginings, but will rather believe they signal real malfunctions. It is only after the game makes 
clear that the glitch was only pretend that the pseudo glitch is seen as fictional, and can be incorporated 
within the broader fictional experience of the game. In this way, pseudo glitches are miscommunications in 
the sense that they often bring about misunderstandings by the receiver. The developer has a clear 
(meta)fictional intention, and uses the medium to convey their message, but, because of the metafictional, 
media-specific nature of this message, the ‘glitches’ are liable to be taken the wrong way by players: an 
intentional event that is part of the game is then taken to be an unintentional malfunction of the game. 
 Even if players know the true nature of the pseudo glitch and interpret it as a part of the broader 
fictional experience of the game, they are still faced with the incoherencies introduced by these glitches. 
How can players make sense of the fictional world of a videogame featuring pseudo glitches? Players 
cannot obviously employ the disregarding strategy. For unlike mechanism glitches, which are unintentional 
mistakes, pseudo glitches are intentionally incorporated in the videogame and have both fictional and 
metafictional relevance. As such, disregarding them would not do the game and the developer justice. It 
would be misunderstanding the message. 

Instead, players who encounter pseudo glitches can use the rejection strategy, in which 
incoherencies in the story are taken to be misreports by the narrator. Matravers discusses a scene from 
Wuthering Heights which he claims calls for this strategy:  
 

Late in Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights, [...], Heathcliff opens the grave of Catherine, who 
has been dead for eighteen years. Her face is undecayed ('I saw her face again - it is hers yet!' 
(Bronte 1963: 246)). The reader detects a global incoherence: on the one hand, a body that 
has been in the grave for eighteen years should have decayed and on the other the body is not 
decayed. If the reader adopts the rejection strategy he or she will reject that claim that her 
face was undecayed as part of the narrative. He or she might claim instead that, in a moment 
of extreme emotional turmoil, Heathcliff misreported the state of Catherine's face. (2014: 
132). 

 
As such, the reader does not ignore this part of Wuthering Heights. Rather, she rejects the truth of narrated 
claim, concluding that it is the consequence of a lying or mistaken narrator. Instead of taking this part of 
the novel as describing what fictionally happened, she takes it to be a sign that Heathcliff is too emotional 
to see the truth.  

Pseudo glitches can be dealt with in a similar manner. The player can deny the (fictional) 
veridicality of the whole (pseudo) glitchy scene in Arkham Asylum, instead taking it to be a sign of Batman’s 
utter confusion and hallucinations under influence of Scarecrow’s terror drugs. Similarly, players can deny 
that, in the fictional world of Fez, the reboot sequence occurs; instead, it is Gomez’s way of coming to 
terms with the tears in the fabric of space and time that are occurring in his world. In this way, the 
rejection strategy allows incoherent scenes like these to be integrated into the narrative without the 
fictional world becoming inconsistent. The pseudo glitches can be interpreted as part of the narrative (and 
intended as such), as long as their content is not taken literally, since what is actually 
communicated by relating these events is something like the unstable mental or 
epistemic state of the character through which these events are focalized. 
 
Generative glitches 
The third glitch type is both rarer and more exciting, from the philosophy of fiction 
perspective. To get a grip on this last type, let’s consider some examples. 
 GameFreak’s Pokémon Red, Pokémon Blue, and Pokemon Yellow (1998) 
were notoriously full of programing short-cuts, which often led to the program 
accessing and using data in strange ways. Perhaps the most famous example of this 
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is MissingNo., a glitch pokémon that could pop up in these games. If players carried out a series of steps, 
they were able trick the game into allowing them to fight and capture MissingNo. Visually, MissingNo. is a 
bit of a mess, appearing either as a mass of pixels in a sort of backwards ‘L’ shape or as a conglomeration of 
bits and pieces of other Pokémon’s sprites. [see Figure 1] Catching, meeting, and using MissingNo. was 
clearly an unintended part of the game, and is not officially acknowledged in-game: the Pokédex (an in-
game device collecting data on all the Pokémon your character has met) does not list these glitch 
Pokémon.7 Further, Nintendo’s official description of MissingNo. is that it is a ‘programming quirk, and not 
a real part of the game.’8 However, it is clear that one can – and many have – played the first three 
Pokémon games using MissingNo.: while not the most powerful or useful pokémon – for example, it could 
neither evolve nor learn any level-up moves – it could be used in fights. For this reason, MissingNo. is a part 
of the game, despite Nintendo’s proclamation otherwise. 
 The smash-hit western Red Dead Redemption (Rockstar San Diego 2010) also had a funny series of 
glitches, one of which affected the animals that roamed around this game’s world. On occasion, due to 
some weird software malfunctions, these animals would be replaced by so-called ‘manimals’. This would 
happen when an animal would spawn but its 3D-model would be that of a human person. The most famous 
of these were the bird people:  fully sized men, dressed as cowboys, flapping their arms and soaring 
through the sky. As a result of the manimals glitch, a whole new species of human-animal hybrid seemingly 
became part of the game world (Janik 2017: 74). 

These are both examples of generative glitches, the third glitch type we would like to focus on. 
These are so-called because, though they are glitches, they seem to generate novel fictional content. That 
is, through the malfunctioning of the game, new fictional content is generated and communicated to the 
player.9 Generative glitches can also be understood as a kind of fictional miscommunication, but they 
cannot be reduced to either of the earlier glitch types. Unlike pseudo glitches, generative glitches do not 
feature mis-understanding or mis-uptake on the part of the player, nor is their presence in the fictional 
world intended by the game’s creators. And unlike mechanism glitches, generative glitches do not merely 
disrupt or halt the player’s engagement with the fictional world. Rather, they add something altogether 
new to it.  

This contrast with mechanism glitches highlights what is most interesting about generative 
glitches. For mechanism glitches do not represent something fictional within the world of the videogame: 
their presence is simply disregarded as a flaw, and the fictional world is imagined without incorporating the 
representations tainted by these glitches. In contrast, generative glitches are not simply disregarded by 
players, but rather are taken to be part of the fiction, despite their presence not being intended by the 
game’s developers. It is no coincidence that MissingNo. and the manimals received proper names to call 
them by: these glitches were actively sought out and interacted with by the player bases of their respective 
games. Many people tried to catch and defeat MissingNo., and followed the manimals around in the 
American prairie to shoot them out of the sky. By engaging with these glitches, players created new 
fictional narratives, with the glitches in a starring role.  

Thus, generative glitches still are a kind of fictive miscommunication, in the sense that they convey 
messages despite the fact that there is no intention behind them. They are not intended by the game’s 
developers, yet they generate fictional content. As such, generative glitches seem to introduce the strange 
phenomenon of unintentional fiction: fiction that was not created with specific intentions. Unintentional 
fiction seems to be a significant challenge to the intentional definition of fiction: after all, something that is 
unintended by the fiction’s creator, and recognized as such by the fiction’s appreciator, is yet taken to be 
fictional/generate fictional truths. How, then, can we reconcile the apparent possibility of unintentional 
fictions and the intentional theory of fiction? Additionally, generative glitches will often lead to substantial 
inconsistencies between the fiction generated by the glitches and the fiction that is, and is supposed to be, 

                                                   
7
 Strictly, if players used a select glitch, then MissingNo.’s Pokédex entry could be accessed; however, it was 

blank, and would play Rhydon’s cry. Also, accessing the entry would likely lead to memory corruption. 
8
 https://www.nintendo.com/consumer/systems/gameboy/trouble_specificgame.jsp#missingno (Accessed 2 

March 2019) 
9
 Other potential examples include the corrupted blood incident in World of Warcraft (Blizzard, 2004) and 

Gandhi’s predilection for nuclear weapons in the Civilization series. 

https://www.nintendo.com/consumer/systems/gameboy/trouble_specificgame.jsp#missingno
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represented by the well-working game. So how are players meant to reconcile this tension? In the 
following sections, we address these questions in turn. 
 
Unintentional Fictions? 
There are several possible ways we might attempt to handle the apparent problem of unintentional 
fictions. One option is to simply deny that the manimals and MissingNo. were fictional after all; instead, 
they were (mistakenly) taken to be fictional by players encountering them. This could be motivated by 
claiming that, since these glitches are not grounded in an intentional act of communication by the game’s 
creators, they cannot and should not be taken as dictating any part of the game’s fictional content. Indeed, 
one can argue that these glitches and the fiction they suggest should be disregarded. However, this does 
not fit well with the actual fictional experience of video game players who encounter these generative 
glitches. In practice, manimals are often taken to be just as fictional as the non-malfunctioning animals in 
Red Dead Redemption: they cause the player to imagine certain states of affairs in the exact same way as 
the well-behaving 3D-models in the game do. Moreover, recognizing the fact that the presence of 
manimals in the game is unintentional does not make it less valid to say that there are flying men in the 
fictional world of the game: every perceiver of the glitch can affirm this.  
 Alternatively, we might treat the misbehaving computer or game system as a new author, who is 
producing and communicating new fictional content to the players. This would mean that, contrary to 
initial appearances, generative glitches in fact are intentional – they are not intended by the developer, but 
rather by the computer itself. In this way, the fiction is ‘unintentional’ only relative to one author (the 
developer), but intentional relative to another (the computer). But, while this is an extremely interesting 
way to go, it requires some rather hefty commitments. In particular, it requires ascribing a substantive 
notion of intentionality to a computer system. And philosophers have raised a number of doubts about 
whether computer systems can have this sort of intentionality.10 More importantly, even if we grant that 
some computer could have intentionality, it is likely that only highly advanced computer-based artificial 
intelligences could possess it, and hence could intentionally produce a fiction featuring MissingNo.. But a 
Gameboy is not such a system. Therefore, this does not look like an entirely plausible way to go either. 

Thankfully, there is an alternative, which involves making use of Kendall Walton’s (1990) theory of 
make-believe. The foundation of Walton’s account is a general view about representational artworks. 
According to Walton, our engagement with representational artworks involves playing games of make-
believe. These games are not chaotic, but rather guided and (partially) determined by two related 
elements: props, items whose existence and features are used to guide and determine the contents of 
these games, and principles of generation, principles that prescribe what it is we are to imagine (make-
believe) often by reference to relevant features of the props. Finally, according to Walton, a proposition p 
is fictional in work w if and only if w has the function of being a prop in a game of make-believe with 
principles of generation that entail, given the features of w, that full appreciation of w requires imagining 
that p. Or, more simply, ‘a proposition is fictional just in case there is a prescription to the fact that it is to 
be imagined’ (Walton 2013: 9).11 

For example, we might go into the forest and play a game of make-believe where tree stumps are 
taken to be bears. Here, the props are ourselves and whatever tree stumps we come across. In this game, 
the tree stumps are props, with features like size and physical location determining things that we are 
prescribed to imagine while playing the game (e.g., the size and location of specific bears). Meanwhile, the 
game is regulated by principles of generation like, ‘if you see a stump, then you are prescribed to imagine 
that there is a bear where it is.’ And it will be fictionally true in our game that we encounter a bear if and 
only if we run into at least one stump while playing. 
 By using Walton’s notion of a prop, we can make sense of what is going on with generative 
glitches. For such glitches are simply features of the complex code that makes up the video game, which 
constitutes the prop players are engaged with. So, if the prop has a weird feature that emerges due to such 
a glitch, then players can simply take it in stride and incorporate it into the on-going game of make-believe. 
In this way, while the generative glitches are a kind of miscommunication – they are not intended to be 

                                                   
10

 Perhaps the most famous objection is Searle’s (1980) Chinese room argument, though c.f. Gardiner (1987). 
11

 For further discussion, see e.g. Walton (1990). And for more on video games as Waltonian games of make-
believe, see e.g. Wildman & Woodward (2018). 
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part of the communication – they can still be fictional by virtue of providing players with new props to use. 
When players engage with and use these props, it adds things to the associated fictional world. 
 Goat Simulator (Coffee Stain Studios 2014) is a nice example of a game in which glitches are used 
as props for games of make-believe. The game is packed with mechanism glitches, as the main character (a 
goat) constantly warps and extends in outrageous ways, flies away without reason, sinks through the 
ground, and ragdolls. Although not every specific instance of glitches is intended as such by the game’s 
developers (the glitches are not scripted, and truly the effect of misbehaving code), the glitch-proneness of 
the game is very much intentional. When the game was shown on YouTube in an early, unfinished state full 
of bugs and glitches, the developers realized players actually liked the glitches, and made sure many of 
them were not fixed in the final version of the game (cfr. Farokhmanesh 2014). As such, many of the 
mechanism glitches in Goat Simulator ultimately became generative glitches in the final version of the 
game, which shape the fictional world and determine the fictional experience of the player. The stretching, 
exploding, and disappearing of the goat in Goat Simulator became an essential, if not the most essential, 
part of the game’s fictional narrative and world. Goat Simulator thus shows how easily unintended, 
mechanism-revealing glitches can still be used as props in games of make-believe. 
 In this way, we can make sense of generative glitches being unintentional fictions. But how can 
players make sense of the fictional inconsistencies caused by generative glitches? 
 
Making sense of the glitch-generated fiction? 
When encountering generative glitches, players are often faced with inconsistencies between the fiction 
generated by these glitches and the (intended) fiction generated by the well-working parts of the game. 
The manimals, for example, strikingly clash with the otherwise fairly realistic representation of 1911 
America in Red Dead Redemption and make it harder for players to construct a coherent fictional world 
based on the represented game world. One straightforward option is to simply dodge the problem by 
disregarding the game events caused by these glitches. This avoids any potential inconsistencies by not 
taking the generative glitch to generate anything fictional at all. However, as we detailed above, we find 
this unsatisfying, primarily because it does not fit well with how players in fact behave in response to these 
glitches. 

A better option is the weird world strategy, a strategy originally devised for readers to be able to 
incorporate incoherent situations into the fictional narrative by attributing, ‘to the world it describes a 
principle in which the situation is no longer contradictory’ (Matravers 2014: 132). In other words, the 
reader pretends the story takes place in a weird world: a world in which all seemingly inconsistent events 
that are described in the narrative are actually perfectly possible and normal. Players of videogames 
regularly apply this strategy, accepting that the fictional world is one where people can, for example, pick 
up objects and put them in their backpack, even though the objects in question are much too big to fit the 
bag.12 This strategy is also useful to make sense of various glitches. Goat Simulator is a perfect example of a 
game that invites the weird world strategy: playing it involves accepting that the fictional world of the 
game is one in which goats can make gas stations explode by barely even touching them, and in which 
animals can fly away and land on solid ground without any injuries. It is also a world in which the ground 
under your feet can immaterialize at any time, and bodies can suddenly start warping and flailing without 
reason. In Red Dead Redemption, the manimals might also be accepted as part of a world that might look 
like an accurate representation of America in 1911, but is actually a freaky version in which human-animal 
hybrid species roam the wilds. 

A second, related strategy to deal with fictional incoherences is the reconciliation strategy, which 
consists of finding ‘a way in which the narrative could be made coherent’ (Matravers 2014: 131). Players 
can employ this strategy and add their own fictional information to the game’s world to explain away or re-
contextualize the contradictions or inconsistencies. Players already often do this. For example, when 
shooting the tail of one of the dragons in Dark Souls, a sword suddenly appears in the player’s inventory. 
Players can make sense of this by making up a larger narrative they believe is not overtly shown in the 
game: a piece of the dragon’s tail came off, was carved into a sword, and placed in the player’s weapon bag 
afterwards. Players can also use this strategy to make sense of the fictional inconsistencies caused by 

                                                   
12

 Space Quest 3: The Pirates of Pestulon (Sierra On-Line 1989) jokes about exactly this when the main character 
stores a massive stepladder in his trouser pocket. 
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generative glitches. Noteworthy in this regard are the many (unofficial) narratives that have sprouted 
around Pokémon’s MissingNo. Players often tried to explain MissingNo.’s existence by making up 
backstories and by treating the glitch as just another, albeit somewhat weird, Pokémon. As James Newman 
describes in Playing with Videogames (2008), the gamer community was unsurprisingly interested in the 
glitch Pokémon, but went even further in their support for these unintentional Pokémon’s existence in the 
fictional world of the game: 

 
What is surprising, however, is the way in which the gaming communities around 
Pokémon have made these ‘glitch Pokémon’ real. Giving them a category of their own to 
sit alongside the Fire, Water and Leaf monsters is just the beginning of the assimilation. 
Fanart and fiction abounds. Rita Buuk (n.d.) and Mandy Nader (2004), for example, have 
both written narratives that attempt to detail the backstories of MISSINGNO and ‘M while 
hand-drawn sketches, computer-generated artwork and even cookies inspired by the 
likeness of ‘M bestow upon the characters a reality and position within the canon of the 
game regardless of Nintendo’s official protestations to the contrary.13 (Newman 2008: 
118) 

 
As such, some gamers succeed in reconciling the glitch with the official game narrative, so that, in their 
make-believe game, MissingNo. unproblematically becomes part of the fictional world.  
 
Conclusion 
Interpreting glitches as forms of fictional miscommunication helps us to better understand the specific 
nature and effects of different technical malfunctions on the experience of the player. In addition, it offers 
us the possibility to use strategies developed by philosophers to deal with fictional inconsistencies in other 
contexts to deal with the fictional incoherences that follow from video game glitches. Above all, however, 
the fictional miscommunication model helps to both describe and explain the relationship between glitches 
and fictionality. Because in addition to their often discussed medium-revealing powers and disruptive 
effects on the player, glitches also have an underexposed fictional relevance as unexpected influencers of 
the intentional fictional communication between game developers and players. In this chapter we 
highlighted both the fictional relevance of glitches and the effects they might have on players’ imaginative 
experiences. With this, we hope to have initiated a broader exploration of glitches as significant 
components of the fictional experience of video games. 
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